




1. Comparison of Calculated Results 

Fast neutron flux distributions along the center axis in the 

NBI duct are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We have evaluated calcu-

lated errors for the 20 SN calculation using the following for-

mula; 

where E is a calculated error for the 2・oSN calculation， C20(x) 
and C20(0) are a calculated resuJt at x cm distance from the 

inlet ofthe duct opening at the plasma facing region and that at 

the inlet by the 2-D SN calculation， respectively， C30(x) and 
C30(0) are calculated resuJts by the 3-D Monte Carlo calcula-

tion. Estimated calculated errors are shown in Fig. 8. As the 
duct openings are lower， calculated errors for the 2幽 oSN cal-

culation are bigger though it is seen that some curves are not 

smooth due to effect of complex configuration and statistical 

error of Monte Carlo calculation. In the case of 91.5 cm high 

opening， it has been found that the 2・oSN calculation overes-

timates fast neutron f1uxes by a factor of about eight at the 

cryostat. So it can be concluded that 3-D Monte Carlo calcula聞

tion are required for the shielding calculation around the NBl 

duct. 

2. Fast Neutron Flux and Dose Rate 

Contours ofthe conversion ratio relating fast neutron flux 

to biological dose rate are shown in Fig. 9. It has been found 

Fig. 6 Fast neutfDn f1ux distributions along the center axis in the NBI 
duct 
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2. Evaluation ofthe Fasi Neutron Flux and Dose Rate 

Using the 2-D calculation model shown in Fig. 5， we have 

estimated distributions offast neutron flux with energy above 

0.1 MeV and the gamma圃raybiological dose rates in 106 sec-

onds after reactor shutdown by 20 SN calculations with acti-
vation calculation(9)(10). The activation calculation has been per司

formed based on the ITER operation scenar吋id10)to estimate 

the residual gamma.千aysource in 1 0ぴ6seconds af食tershutdown. 

From the resultsラ wehave estimated conversion ratios relating 

fast neutron flux to the biological dose rates. 

In 3-D Monte Carlo calculations， we have estimated aver-

age fast neutron flux in the regions between adjacent two NBI 

ducts using the track length estimator5l. We have used the weight 

window table as well as the energy cut-off ofO.l MeV as vari-

ance reduction techniques to reduce the calculation time in the 
Monte Carlo calculation(5)(IOl. In order to set more effective 

weight window tables in the Monte Carlo calculation for the 

model with 50 -60 cm thick duct wal1 shown in Fig. 3， we 
have perfonned the neutron streaming calculations from each 

NBI duct independently by separate two calculations(IO). Fi-

nally， we have estimated the fast neutron flux in the region be-
れ問ena司jacenttwo NBI ducts by summing the results obtained 
by each calculation. We have estimated statistical fluctuations 

for the estimated fast neutron flux between NBI duct-I and 

duct-2 using the following fonnula 

where 8 is a total statistical fluctuation， m1 and m2 are mean 

values ofthe fast neutron flux from the NBI duct-l and duct-2， 

respectively今<¥and 82 are statistical fluctuations for m， and m2， 
respectively. From conversion ratios by the 20 SN calcula-

tions with activation calculation and fast neutron f1ux by the 
3D Monte Carlo calculations， we have estimated the gamma.‘ 

ray biological dose rates at 106 seconds after reactor shutdown 

in the regions between adjacent two NBI ducts. 

Fig. 5 XY model for 2・DSN DOT calculation 
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Fig. 11 Fast n巴utronflux distributions for the thick (50 -60 cm in 
thickness) walled case 

tentative ITER EDA design criteria of 100μSv though a safety 

factor is not considered. In case a safety factor is considered， 

60 -65 cm thick duct walIs are required to satisfシthetentative 

ITER EDA design criteria (10). 

IV. Conclusion 

We have performed shielding calculations for ITER NBI 

duct by 3-D Monte Carlo and 2-D SN methods. In addition to 

the calculations ofthe reference model with 91.5 cm high duct 

opening， we have performed 3-D Monte Carlo calculations for 

the models ofthe NBI duct opening with 5・158cm heights. 

From the comparison between results by テDMonte Carlo and 

2・DSN calculations， we have c¥arified the calculated error for 
2・DSN calculation due to modeling. In the case of ITER refer陣

ence model， the calculated error is a factor of about eight at the 

cryostat for fast neutron flux in the NBI duct. From fast neu-

tron flux and shutdown gamma-ray biological dose rates distri-

butions， we have deduced a conversion ratio of 1.5・2X 10-5 

μSv/hour/( cm-2sec一1)at the region between adjacent two NBI 

ducts. In the case of 50 -60 cm thick duct walI， the shutdown 

gamma-ray biological dose rates estimated from 子DMonte 

Carlo calculation and the conversion ratio can satisfy the de-

slgn cntena. 
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Fig. 12 Biological dose rates at 106 seconds after shutdown for the 
thick (50 -60 cm in thickness) walled case 
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